Structural Variation Detection from Next Generation Sequencing
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Abstract

Structural variations (SVs) are the genetic variations in the structure of chromosome with different types of rearrangements. They comprise millions of nucleotides of heterogeneity within every genome, and are likely to make an important contribution to genetic diversity and disease susceptibility. In the genomics community, substantial efforts have been devoted to improving understanding of the roles of SVs in genome functions relating to diseases and researchers are working actively to develop effective algorithms to reliably identify various types of SVs such as deletions, insertions, duplications and inversions. Structural variant detection using Next-generation sequencing (NGS) data is difficult, and identification of large and complex structural variations is extremely challenging. In this short review, we mainly discuss various algorithms and computational tools for identifying SVs of different types and sizes with a brief introduction to complex SVs. At the end, we highlight the impact and potential applications of the 3rd generation sequencing data, generated from PacBio and Oxford Nanopore long read sequencing platforms.
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Introduction

The complete catalogue of genetic variants contains substitutions, small insertions and deletions (indels) and large complex structural variants. The most abundant genomic variations are substitutions of single (single nucleotide variant, SNV or SNP) or multiple consecutive nucleic bases (multiple nucleotide variant or MNV). Due to having a higher density than other types of variants, SNPs are often used in genome-wide association studies (GWAS) to mark genome fragments related to diseases or certain traits. In addition to substitutions and mutations, insertions or deletions of bases in the DNA are another form of genomic variations between individuals. At low complexity regions, especially homopolymer runs or microsatellite tracks, substantially higher mutation rates are observed. Structural variation (SV) was originally defined as variation other than substitutions and small indels. Currently, SV includes large insertions, duplications, deletions, inversions and translocations. With substantial advances in sequencing technologies and analysis strategies, the definition of SV has been widened to include variants as small as 50 bp in length [1-3]. While substitutions and short indels could be visualized from short read data, SV was largely detected from indirect evidence of disturbance of read mapping around the variation. There are extensive studies on structural variations reported in the literature, in terms of both method development and data collection [1-4]. A number review papers have also been published on general methods [5,6], the analysis of human genome [7-9], mouse [10] and more recently pig [11]. However, algorithms designed for detection and archived datasets are predominantly for Illumina pair-end sequencing [4]. With recent advancing in single molecule sequencing with long read platforms such as PacBio and Oxford Nanopore, substantial impact and changes can be expected in the genomics community. In this review, our focus will be on the current algorithms used in the identification of SVs, a type of variant which are difficult to detect, but with huge medical and health implications. At the end, short discussions are presented about characteristics of the long read data and how it might impact on SV detection.

Methods of Structural Variation Detection

Over the past years, sequencing technology has fuelled genomic studies and many computational tools have been developed to deepen our understanding of structural variation and its role in genome functions. Rapid advancing in reducing NGS costs also makes genome-wide SV detection possible, even at population scale [1-3]. Detection of structural variation is an active research area and different methods are being explored with different applications. It is widely agreed that the method can be classified into four different algorithms: read-pair (RP), split-read (SR), read-depth (RD) and assembly. Figure 1 shows the four general methods one by one, where SVs are identified after reads are aligned against a given reference sequence. Table 1 is a list of structural variation tools published in the literature. It is not possible to compile a complete list as new tools are coming out every year. It should be noted that some recent tools combine more than one algorithm in order to increase specificity and sensitivity. Our aim is to provide an overall introduction to the methods generally used in structural variation detection and no effort is made to compare software tools based on the metrics of performance, specificity or sensitivity. Below, we briefly introduce these four algorithms and discuss strength and weakness associated with each method.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Mutation Signals</th>
<th>SV Type</th>
<th>Data Input</th>
<th>Citation s*</th>
<th>Authors and reference</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breakmer</td>
<td>Assembler</td>
<td>INS;DEL; INV; TRAN</td>
<td>WGS BAM</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Abo, et al. [36]</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/a-bioinformation/Breakmer">https://github.com/a-bioinformation/Breakmer</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cN.Moser</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>CNV</td>
<td>WGS BAM</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>Klabmauer, et al. [31]</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/abzyovlab/CNVMosor">https://github.com/abzyovlab/CNVMosor</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREST</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>INS;DEL; INV</td>
<td>WGS BAM</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>Wang, et al. [26]</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sjiuderesearch.org/site/lab/zhang">http://www.sjiuderesearch.org/site/lab/zhang</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELLY</td>
<td>RP+SR</td>
<td>DEL; INV; TRAN</td>
<td>WGS BAM</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>Rausch, et al. [14]</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/tobiasrausch/DELLY">https://github.com/tobiasrausch/DELLY</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYDRA</td>
<td>Assembler</td>
<td>INS; DEL; INV</td>
<td>WGS BAM</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>Quinlan, et al. [37]</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/ang5x/Hydra">https://github.com/ang5x/Hydra</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inGAP-sv</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>INS;DEL; INV</td>
<td>WGS SAM</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Qi, et al. [33]</td>
<td><a href="http://ingap.sourceforge.net/">http://ingap.sourceforge.net/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Mutation Signals</th>
<th>SV Type</th>
<th>Data Input</th>
<th>Citation s*</th>
<th>Authors and reference</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUMPY</td>
<td>RP+SR</td>
<td>INS;DEL; INV; TRAN</td>
<td>WGS BAM</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Layer, et al. [16]</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/aang5x/lumpy-sv">https://github.com/aang5x/lumpy-sv</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiBr-SV</td>
<td>RS</td>
<td>INS;DEL; INV; TRAN</td>
<td>WGS BAM</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ritz, et al. [29]</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/raphael-group/multibreak-sv">https://github.com/raphael-group/multibreak-sv</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pindel</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>INS;DEL; INV; TRAN</td>
<td>WGS BAM</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>Ye, et al. [23]</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/genome/pindel">https://github.com/genome/pindel</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPXplorer</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>CNV</td>
<td>WGS BAM</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>Yoon, et al. [34]</td>
<td><a href="http://rpxplorer.sourceforge.net/">http://rpxplorer.sourceforge.net/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReadDepth</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>CNV</td>
<td>WGS bed</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Miller, et al. [35]</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/chrisamiller/readDepth">https://github.com/chrisamiller/readDepth</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOAPindel</td>
<td>Assembler</td>
<td>INS;DEL</td>
<td>WGS SAM</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Li, et al. [38]</td>
<td><a href="http://soap.genomics.org.cn/soapindel.html">http://soap.genomics.org.cn/soapindel.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoftSearch</td>
<td>RP+SR</td>
<td>INS;DEL; INV</td>
<td>WGS BAM</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Hart, et al. [17]</td>
<td><a href="https://code.googl">https://code.googl</a> e.com/pl/softsearch/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVdect</td>
<td>RP or RD</td>
<td>INS;DEL; INV; TRAN</td>
<td>WGS BAM</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>Zeitouni, et al. [18]</td>
<td><a href="http://svdect.sourceforge.net/Site/Home.html">http://svdect.sourceforge.net/Site/Home.html</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: List of computational tools for structural variation detection.
in a pair are often incorrectly mapped to remote regions of the genome. This means that many abnormal read-pair signals are misleading and are therefore the source of false positives. Currently, researchers often apply local assembly tools like TIGRA-SV [13] to further filter BreakDancer calls. In Table 1, the read-pair method is also implemented in other packages, such as Delly [14], GASVPro [15], LUMPY [16], Soft Search [17], SV Detect [18] and Prism [19]. These tools share similarities in the general read pair method, but differ in noise filtering and statistical estimation on insert size distributions. For example, Delly [14] is designed to combine both short insert read pairs and long range mate pairs to reduce false positives, while SVDetect uses a sliding-window strategy to identify all groups of pairs sharing a similar genomic location to improve its performance.

**Split-Read**

Besides read-pair signals, a structural variant also leaves a split-read signal in short read data, located at the breakpoints of the variant, Figure 1b. We need to break the short reads into two or more fragments and map them separately to the reference genome. The mapping location and orientation of the split-mapped reads will provide us with the precise location, size and types of variants. The split-read approach is powerful for detecting small and medium-size variants such as insertions, deletions and inversions, as well as translocations. This method provides the precise breakpoints with base accuracy down to single base levels. However, for large variants or those in repetitive regions, the split-read method is limited due to its local mapping procedure. We introduced split-read mapping to the field of next-generation sequence data analysis. In late 2008, the read length of NGS platforms was only 36 bp, and paired-end sequencing techniques had just been invented. The paired-end data enabled read-pair approaches making full use of read mapping distance and orientation. At that time, standard mapping tools like MAQ [20] and SOAP [21,22] were not able to create a long split-read mapping for indel calling. Due to sequence errors and short read lengths, a split-read approach with 36 bp reads was considered impossible, as 18 bp sequences (half of the read length) have too many genomic locations to map. To reliably split such short reads for indel calling, Pindel [23] was developed. The goal was to identify the breakpoints of large deletions (1 bp-10 kb) and medium size insertions (1-20 bp). Pindel is often referred to as anchored split-read mapping. When reads were short, we used one of the reads as an anchor in order to reduce the search space of the split-mapping of its mate. Pattern growth, originally a sequential pattern mining approach, was used in the package for efficient string matching. Alongside Pindel, there are now at least six other tools based on the method of split-read for SV detection. In SVseq2 [24], a split-read read alignment algorithm is developed using Burrows-Wheeler transform on local regions near the anchor, and Soft Search [17] uses co-localized split-reads alignment. Longer reads (76-100 bp) and partial mappings from the development of reads alignment tools make more SV discovery tools possible. Directly extracting breakpoint signals from cigar strings in the aligned SAM/BAM files, variants are efficiently detected. Implementations of this method can be found in packages of Break Seek [25], CREST [26], break pointer [27], Delly [14] and LUMPY [16]. Other types of data are also used to create split-read tools, for example, Split Read [28] uses whole exome sequencing, and multi break-SV [29] uses both Illumina and PacBio reads.
Read-Depth

As the read mapping density (read-depth) is proportional to the number of copies in the reference genome for unique genomic fragments, duplicated or deleted regions will have significantly higher or lower coverage (Figure 1c). Therefore, one can estimate the short read mapping density in a genomic region to estimate the relative ploidy or copy number. In general, read-depth approaches assume a random distribution in mapping depth. Read-depth signals of per-sample and per genomic region with GC correction are used to increase the signal-noise ratio. Read-depth methods are more effective for larger (>1 kb) copy number variants (CNVs). However, it is not able to identify copy number neutral variants like inversions. As simple as counting the number of reads mapped in a given region, read-depth has proven to be enough to determine the copy-number changes on a large scale. However, if the duplicated or deleted fragments are in repetitive regions, the detection sensitivity is greatly reduced in proportion to the level of repetitiveness. For example, if there is only one copy of a given genomic region in a diploid genome, a copy number gain or loss will either increase or decrease the read-depth signal by 50%, respectively. However, if there are already hundreds of copies in the genome, a single copy loss will not affect a noticeable change in the read-depth signal due to random mapping of reads among highly similar genomic fragments. The CNVnator [30] tool is one of many classical read-depth based approaches. It includes many steps, such as data pre-processing, read-depth calculation, adjustment based on GC content, mean-shift approach, clustering binning and merging. It is a robust way to detect copy number changes from whole genome sequence data, and has been applied successfully in the 1000 Genome Project as well as other major sequencing projects. In Table 1, other tools using this method are listed as well, such as cn.MOPS [31], GenomeStrip [32], insGAP-sv [33], RDxplorer [34] and ReadDepth [35].

Assembly

With further advances in Illumina pair-ending sequencing, read length has been improved continuously over the past years from initially 2 × 36 bp to 2 × 150 in a HiSeq platform and to 2 × 300 bp in a MiSeq platform. With the increase in read length, a method using assembly seems plausible in those difficult regions of the genomes. The assembly method discussed in this article is reference-assisted local assembly, rather than a de novo whole genome build. Often, sets of reads are collected after alignment with missing read-pairs, or other cases with difficulties in read mapping. Local assembly is performed on the read sets and variants are called from assembled contigs. TIGRA-SV [13] is a structural variant assembly tool to determine breakpoint sequences. It was initially coupled with Break Dancer at the Genome Institute of Washington University to reduce false positive rate for both Break Dancer's germline and somatic calls. TIGRA-SV first takes predicted breakpoints from other tools and then extracts reads around them. All reads with at least one end mapped in the local region will be extracted. It then attempts to assemble them into longer contigs using a de Bruijn graph-based method with variable k-mer lengths. It reports results as fast files and subsequent alignment to the reference genome is required. This method has been applied in the 1000 Genomes Project and provided high quality breakpoint information. In the literature, we have also found other packages adopting the local assembly method, shown in Table 1, such as BreaKmer [36], HYDRA [37], SOAPIndel [38] and NovelSeq [39].

Combination of more than one type of signal

There are a number of tools which have been implemented with more than one algorithm aiming for higher specificity and sensitivity. The DELLY method is the first tool in the field to combine read-pair and split-read signals. For each BAM file, DELLY computes the major read-pair orientation and insert size distributions. Then it scans all reads for abnormal mapping reads with either orientation or insert size significantly different than the majority. Based on the read mapping properties, reads may be classified as groups which support deletions, inversions, tandem duplications and translocations. The read-pair signals provide genomic intervals for downstream split-read mapping in order to fine-tune the breakpoints. In some cases, there are huge pile-ups of reads and many SV predictions, related to poor reference genome assembly in the repetitive regions. A threshold of maximum number of reads was set up to reduce memory footprint and to speed up calculation. In the 1000 Genomes Project, thousands of samples were sequenced to provide low coverage data genome-wide. On one hand, low coverage data enables us to include more samples in the study, but it significantly reduces the sensitivity of tools working on individual data. GenomeSTRiP combines data from a population and gathers variant signals of read-pair and read-depth for an accurate detection and genotyping of large deletions. Most structural variation detection tools use either single or complementary signals. However, comprehensive detection all types and size spectra of structural variants demands integration of all variation signals in addition to prior knowledge. Layer et al. [16] implemented LUMPY, a probabilistic framework for comprehensive structural variant discovery. Distinct modules process each variant signal and convert them to probability distributions. This approach is extendible, enabling one to plug in other variant types or output from another structural variant tool.

Complex SV

The distinct variant types in SV described above are standard in the research community. However, researchers recently uncovered substantial levels of complexity in both cancer genome study and population-scale sequencing results. In a recent study from the Cancer Genome Atlas project, an updated Pindel tool was used to scan over 8,000 cancer cases with an aim to identify complex indels in key cancer genes [40]. Complex indels are defined as deletion and insertion of DNA fragments with different sizes at a common genomic location. Complex indels were reported in earlier studies using traditional Sanger sequencing instruments. However, the detection is extremely challenging using sequencing data from the next generation short read sequence data, which results in being under-represented in current genomics studies. Out of 8,000 cancer cases, there were 285 complex indels identified in cancer genes like PIK3R1, TP53, ARID1A, GATA3, and KMT2D in approximately 3.5% of cases analyzed. Many of the newly discovered somatic complex indels were overlooked or mis-called as simple substitution variants.

Emerging technologies of 3rd generation sequencing

Currently there are two platforms which offer single molecule sequencing with long reads. Single Molecule Real Time sequencing (SMRT) from PacBio is a parallelized single molecule DNA sequencing method. A recent study led by Evan Eichler [8] sequenced a haploid human genome (CHM1) using PacBio long reads to identify missing sequence and genetic variation. The sequenced read-depth is 40X and the reads have an average mapped read length of 5.8 kb. Reads were first aligned to the reference assembly and gap regions were extended.
using a reiterative map-and-assemble strategy. At each stage, a new consensus was obtained from SMRT whole-genome sequencing (WGS) reads mapped to each edge of a gap. In turn, the new consensus served as a template for recruiting additional sequence reads for assembly. In the study, they reported the identification of 26,079 eukaryotic structural variants at the base-pair level, including inversions, complex insertions and long tracts of tandem repeats. Another study using assembly for SV detection was reported by Pendleton, et al. [41], who used 46X PacBio long reads and 80X long molecule Bionano mapping data. Another emerging single molecule sequencing platform is Oxford Nanopore’s MinION, a real time nanopore-based DNA sequencing instrument [42-44]. With reported features of compact, inexpensive, long read length and fast sequencing data production, the MinION device offers great potential for genome analysis from structural variation perspectives. Figure 2a shows read length profiles from two datasets, E. coli [45] and yeast [46]. In the future, it would be interesting to know how to use long reads to accurately annotate complex SVs, such as the one shown in Figure 2b, where popular SV calling tools failed using short Illumina reads. From the study reported in [41], there seems to be a satisfactory solution using local assemblies obtained from long reads with high coverage. For cost reasons, however, challenges ahead for bioinformatics scientists are to seek practical solutions with low read coverage, say 5-10 at which assembly is not able to be done.

Recently, developers are attempting to incorporate multiple algorithms into a single package for robust variant detection. In practical applications, the users are advised to combine calling results obtained from multiple complementary tools in order to increase sensitivity and specificity. Advances in long read sequencing platforms such as PacBio and Oxford Nanopore, provide exciting prospects in SV detection. The benefit gained from long reading length and drawback of high error rate at base level remain to be fully examined and quantified in details, particularly at low read coverage.
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